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Abstract 

The Dormition of August 15, 2014, we will celebrate 300 years of 

martyrdom of Prince Constantin Brâncoveanu. On this occasion, 

we want to pay homage to the matchless prince of the Romanian 

people.  

Leading the country in the style of a great leader, two 

Romanian residences in Bucharest and Targoviste, working first 

Cantacuzino family for the good of the country, political 

Brâncoveanu devised grand plans synchronized with political 

changes and ideas in Europe, has endeavored to gather around him 

all Romanians to achieve near ideal of national unity. Surpassing 

the insight on many of his contemporaries, aroused admiration, and 

some envy, which had crushed part of his creation historical time 

and were able to hand, finally, the Ottoman oppressors, Prince 

Constantin Brâncoveanu held to fulfillment in a historical and a 

processuality approach the ideals of unity, freedom and progress of 

our people. 

He was a prince among men and peace-loving peoples. His 

desire was sacred to his followers leave intact the boundaries of a 

country and its rights, and God helped his dream to be fulfilled. 

Instead of political and military battles that would be 

destroyed, happy the fight wore culture - to lift the country and its 

people - the ecclesiastical and religious-moral book through high 

school, through language and arts, through many mansions built by 

him that his name is remembered forever. Wisdom, work and 

especially material aid, lifted him high in honor of the patron of the 

Romanian Orthodox and ecumenical worthy descendant of 

Byzantine emperors brilliant. Therefore, Constantin Brâncoveanu 

remains one of the most brilliant figures of gentlemen of national 

history. 



Martyrdom of Constantin Brâncoveanu talks about the 

sanctity of soul and his heart chosen, full of faith and love, to serve 

and assist all small and oppressed. 


